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Performance 
  

 

Title  I can’t imagine tomorrow  

Group  Bohemi theater group 

Director   Fariborz Karimi 

Name of performers  Navid Fayaz, Shakiba Fadaei 

Total number of group 
incl. technicians, teachers or any 

other people travelling along 

 Sara Bigdeli Shamloo(Composer), Nima Tabrizi( set assistant), 

Nasrin Khorrami (Costume designer), Parnaz Karimi (scene 

assistant),Amin Banitaba(translator) 

Length  35 Minutes 

Date of premiere   June 2015 

Online link to performance  https://vimeo.com/110586628 (password: 2003720) 

Tagline ( performance in one 

sentence) 

  A man and a woman , whom are floated in their routines. 

https://vimeo.com/110586628


Publicity text : The characters 'One' and 'Two' are the only friends of 

one-another. They carry out the same evening ritual of 

card playing and watching the news on TV in an effort 

to avoid any real confrontation," press notes state. 

"'One's' physical deterioration and approaching death 

forces her to prepare for the inevitable. 'Two' resists this 

change and his consuming fear of losing "One" leads to 

an emotional breakdown. 

 Description of performance:  A man and a woman. Both stuck in their everyday routine. The man 

is a school teacher and lives in an inn with a depressed and numb atmosphere. He stammers and 

this leads to his lack of self-confidence. The man visits the woman at her house every evening. 

They chat and drink coffee, and when the night comes, the man gets back to his room at the inn. 

The woman has gotten used to this routine and everyday waits for the man to visit. But it seems 

like this evening, she has decided to do something new and fight this depressing routine. She 

wants to make the man find new friends and acquaintances for himself, but the man is satisfied 

with this situation and actually enjoys it. They are in love with each other but don’t tend to show 

it. This evening, this everyday routine has to change, but… 

 

 

 

 
 
Festivals 
 
ITS festival Amsterdam, Netherlands , June 2015. (premiere)  
 

ITfok festival ( international theater festival of Kerala), India, January 2016. 
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ITS festival Amsterdam,  Netherland , June 2015.  
 



 
 
  ITS festival Amsterdam, Netherland,  June 2015. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
ITfok festival of Kerala, India , January 2016. 


